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Volume 2 is now available:http://www..com/Worlds-Best-Mandala-Coloring-Book/dp/1515109038 

50 Exquisitely Detailed Mandala Images There are many Mandala coloring books on the market but

none can compare to â€œThe World's Best Mandala Coloring Bookâ€•.  Our editors reviewed

thousands of Mandala images submitted by artists from all over the world and chose these 50 for

our newest adult coloring book.  To showcase the exciting world of Mandala coloring pages there is

a variety of styles and line widths included ranging from extremely detailed to simple, yet elegant,

designs.  Printed on individual pages each image is printed as large as possible in this big 8.5 x 11

inch book and there is plenty of space at the top and bottom for color and medium testing.
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The cover picture is included in this book and if you love the cover picture than you are going to love

every single Mandala in this book. Every Illustration is a work of art, perfectly balanced, imaginative

and fluid mandalas in circular form, just waiting for you to add color with Markers, Gel Pens or

Colored pencils.A wonderful book to add to your coloring library or give as a gift to adults, college

students, or school aged children.1. 50 circular mandalas printed one per page (the back of each

page is blank) on medium weight, bright white paper.2. Each mandala is centered on the page and

each averages 7 5/8ths wide.3. All markers leak through the pages in this book, I place a piece of

paper under the page I am coloring to prevent damage to the next picture.

A wide selection is included, with growing skill levels. Very nice. I would like perforations near the



binding so they can be taken out evenly. I like to put them on clipboards to color. Thank you for your

excellent product.

I have to say, this is perhaps the best adult colouring book I've purchased, though to be fair, I've

only bought a few so far. The designs are nice and symmetrical and the paper they are printed on is

a nice thickness that takes my choice of colouring utensils beautifully. Some of the designs contain

elements that are a bit repetitive, however the size and complexity of the white spaces makes each

one unique. Some designs have super fine spaces meant for ultra fine tipped pens. Others can be

coloured using broad markers. All designs are one sided, so you don't have to choose any design to

sacrifice.The only downside is that the paper is non-perforated. I know this is an issue that

sometimes sways buyers. Personally, I try to go for perforated pages, but in my opinion, that didn't

change how much I love this book. It might mean that you have to put a piece of thicker paper or

card stock under each page (if you use permanent markers).Pros:- One sided designs.- Varying

complexity.- Paper is a nice weight.- Designs aren't so big that they reach the binding.- Takes

colours nicely for vibrant pictures.Cons:- No perforated pages.Neutral:- Some designs minimally

repetitive (but no duplicates).- If using Sharpies or other permanent markers, may need to place

something between pages to avoid staining next page.Supplies used: gel pens, Sharpie ultra fine tip

markers, Crayola coloured pencils, Crayola broad tipped markers

I really loved this coloring book. The sketches are dark and crisp and the perforated pages makes

them easy to remove for coloring and framing. I definitely recommend this book because it is so

relaxing and the pics are cool. I have loaded some of my best pictures that I have completed so far,

hope you enjoy seeing them. I have been coloring for about three months and since I am disabled

and retired I have more time to color. My pain ebbs during the time I am coloring and it seems to

raise my appreciation for life higher. This coloring is highly recommended by me.

I love this book! It is so soothing to color in the patterns. I use markers and I am impressed at how

well the paper absorbs the ink with very minimal leaking - I always have a scratch piece of paper in

between and there is only one tiny spot that bled through, and I've used the same scratch paper for

6 different mandalas now.

World's Best Mandala Coloring Book has a good balance of tightly drawn patterns and more open

patterns. It's got a Hindu feeling to it, which makes it interesting and encourages me to use the



strong, bright colors of India. One drawback is the thickness of the paper, which is thinner than any

of the other coloring books I've gotten, almost as thin as standard copy paper, but I tear out the

drawing and put a piece of thicker paper under it to protect my lap table. (I use fine Bic marking

pens, 36 ct, and Sharpie ultra-fine, 24 ct., which do leak through.

Nice thick paper. A few of the mandala's are a bit bland, but I use my markers on those and my gel

pens and/or colored pencils on the more intricate ones. I would recommend this book to adult

coloring enthusiasts. I would purchase from this company again.

I've loved to color since childhood. These designs are beautiful. My colored pencils work well. As I

colored, I felt less stressed as I was losing my 15 year old cat to renal failure.
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